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In this video we will discuss the careers support available to you whilst studying at the school of Economics and Finance at Queen Mary University of London.
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Queen Mary Central Careers support:

• Access to unlimited careers appointments any weekday
• Jobs board with 2000+ jobs across sectors
• Regular employer & alumni events
• Temping & Volunteering opportunities - QTemps
• Enterprise Mentoring & Funding
• Access to video interview practice platforms
• Access to psychometric testing practice platform
• A range of career resources and sector guides
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SEF - Additional Careers support:

• Two Career Consultants and one Application Advisor, specialised in Economics and Finance careers providing:
  - Career Guidance
  - CV and Application checks
  - Mock Interviews

• One Employer Engagement Coordinator, who organises sector specific employer events for SEF

• Weekly newsletters with opportunities, events and useful information

• Regular SEF careers workshops, CV workshops, online discussion forums, and alumni events
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We look forward to meeting you soon!